
New Parish Collaborative for St. Bernard and Our Mother of Good Counsel 

Most Rev. Daniel Conlon, Bishop of the Catholic Diocese of Joliet, has appointed Fr. Joseph McCormick, OSA 

Pastor of Our Mother of Good Counsel Parish in Homer Glen while remaining Pastor of St. Bernard Parish in 

Homer Glen. The two parishes will remain distinct while initiating a “Parish Collaborative” model of parish 

leadership. The appointment will take effect in early July.  

Fr. McCormick will have several area priests assisting in the sacramental ministry at both parishes, including the 

Augustinians Fr. John Merkelis, Fr. Joe Mostardi, Fr. Terry Deffenbaugh, Fr. Tom Osborne, Fr. Gerry Nicholas and 

Fr. Jim Halstead. The permanent deacons and lay staff of each parish will remain in place. 

When Fr. Joseph Broudou resigned the role of Pastor of Our Mother of Good Counsel Parish in May, the 

Augustinian Provincial Fr. Tony Pizzo informed Bishop Daniel Conlon that the Augustinians did not have another 

priest willing and able to fill the role of pastor for Good Counsel Parish at this time. 

After previous private discussion with Fr. McCormick, Fr. Pizzo proposed to Bishop Conlon that Fr. McCormick be 

appointed pastor of Good Counsel Parish while remaining the pastor at the neighboring St. Bernard’s, where he 

has been for two years. Fr. Pizzo and Fr. McCormick proposed to the bishop that the two parishes take on a new 

form of parish leadership known as “Parish Collaborative” and the bishop consented and embraced the model 

given today’s circumstances.  

In his previous assignment in southwest Michigan (2006-2017), Fr. McCormick served as pastor of two parishes 

simultaneously in a similar Parish Collaborative in Edwardsburg & Cassopolis, Michigan. 

Many dioceses have begun creating “Parish Collaboratives.” A Parish Collaborative is a grouping of two or more 
parishes that work together in various ways while maintaining their respective identities.  

A Parish Collaborative has one Pastor. Other clergy and lay staff may serve one or all the parishes that comprise 
the Parish Collaborative. The compensation for the Pastor and any other clergy or staff shared by the parishes is 
also shared by the parishes involved.  

The parishes in a Parish Collaborative maintain their own respective worship sites, facilities, property, financial 
assets and bank accounts. If one parish has obligations (debt, deferred maintenance, etc.) going into the Parish 
Collaborative, those obligations remain the obligations of that parish alone. For this reason, each parish in the 
Parish Collaborative maintains its own Finance Council even though they may find it worthwhile to cooperate in 
some financial ventures.  

But the Pastoral Council and other committees and organizations may choose to remain separate for their own 
respective parish or share cooperation and membership within the Parish Collaborative. 

Parishioner contributions still go into the account of the parish where the parishioner is registered even if the 
parishioner occasionally attends another church in the Parish Collaborative as long as the parishioner uses 
his/her proper church envelope or identifies the contribution appropriately. Of course, online giving for each 
parish facilitates proper accounting of the contributions.   

The Parish Collaborative is not a legal or canonical entity. It does not have a federal taxpayer number. It does not 
have a bank account. It cannot own property. 

A Parish Collaborative is an alternative to combining or closing parishes due to current deficits in the Church, 
namely: the shortage of priests and other ministers; the shortage of financial resources; the decrease of  
Catholics attending Mass today. When a Parish Collaborative is formed between or among parishes, much time, 
energy, discussion and patience is needed by all involved. But the result can be very positive for all. If and when 
future circumstances allow, parishes in a Parish Collaborative may receive their own respective Pastor again. 


